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possible to develop a distance metric that closely corresponds to the strength of interactions between variables.
This distance metric can then be used to speed up model building in hBOA. Three test problems are considered:
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Abstract
This paper analyzes the effects of restricting probabilistic models in the hierarchical Bayesian
optimization algorithm (hBOA) by defining a distance metric over variables and disallowing
dependencies between variables at distances greater than a given threshold. We argue that by
using prior problem-specific knowledge, it is often possible to develop a distance metric that
closely corresponds to the strength of interactions between variables. This distance metric can
then be used to speed up model building in hBOA. Three test problems are considered: 3D
Ising spin glasses, random additively decomposable problems, and the minimum vertex cover.
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Introduction

The hierarchical Bayesian Optimization Algorithm (hBOA) (Pelikan & Goldberg, 2001; Pelikan,
2005) has been shown to solve a large range of problems scalably and robustly. However, being
able to solve a problem in low-order polynomial time is not always enough. As problem size and
difficulty increases, the computational resources necessary could still make the problem intractable
in practice. That is why it is important to design efficiency enhancement techniques (Sastry,
Goldberg, & Pelikan, 2001; Pelikan & Sastry, 2004; Lima, Pelikan, Sastry, Butz, Goldberg, & Lobo,
2006; Pelikan, Sastry, & Goldberg, 2006; Sastry, Pelikan, & Goldberg, 2006) which can further
improve the efficiency of hBOA and other estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) (Baluja,
1994; Mühlenbein & Paaß, 1996; Larranaga & Lozano, 2001; Pelikan, 2005).
One approach to speeding up EDAs is to use prior knowledge to restrict or bias model building (Schwarz & Ocenasek, 2000; Mühlenbein & Mahnig, 2002; Baluja, 2006; Santana, Larrañaga,
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& Lozano, 2007). One way to do this is to define a distance metric on variables such that the variables that are close to each other with respect to this metric are expected to influence each other
more strongly. If this metric accurately reflects the problem structure, one can use it to speed up
hBOA and other EDAs with complex models by disallowing dependencies between variables at a
distance above a given threshold (Mühlenbein & Mahnig, 2002; Baluja, 2006; Santana, Larrañaga,
& Lozano, 2007). This should improve algorithm performance by simplifying model building and
increasing model accuracy.
In this paper we study the effects of such model restrictions on three important classes of
problems: 3D spin glasses, random additively decomposable problems, and minimum-vertex cover.
First, a distance metric is constructed for each problem based on the structure of the objective
function. The metric is then used to restrict models in hBOA, and hBOA performance is tested for
various values of the threshold. The results show that when hBOA is given a reasonable threshold,
model restrictions lead to substantial speedups.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses prior work on biasing model building in
EDAs. Section 3 outlines hBOA. Section 4 discusses the design of good distance metrics and the
expected benefits of using an appropriate distance metric to restrict model structure. Section 5
describes test problems and the distance metrics for each problem. Section 6 presents experimental
results. Finally, section 7 summarizes and concludes the paper.
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Previous work on biasing model building in EDAs

There are two main approaches to biasing model building in EDAs: (1) Impose soft restrictions
by biasing the scoring metric to prefer models that closely correspond to the problem structure (Schwarz & Ocenasek, 2000; Hauschild, Pelikan, Sastry, & Goldberg, 2008) or (2) impose
hard restrictions by strictly disallowing some dependencies (Mühlenbein & Mahnig, 2002; Baluja,
2006; Santana, Larrañaga, & Lozano, 2007; Hauschild, Pelikan, Sastry, & Goldberg, 2008).
Schwarz & Ocenasek (Schwarz & Ocenasek, 2000) proposed the use of prior probabilities of
competing network structures in BOA to bias model building toward models that closely correspond to the problem structure in graph bi-partitioning. Edges between variables connected in the
underlying graph were thus given preference, but no edges were strictly disallowed.
Mühlenbein & Mahnig (Mühlenbein & Mahnig, 2002) also considered graph bi-partitioning but
they used a hard restriction to only allow connections between nodes connected in the underlying
graph. Baluja (Baluja, 2006) proposed the use of the same hard restriction in the dependencytree EDA on graph coloring. Santana (Santana, Larrañaga, & Lozano, 2007) used the same hard
restriction to speed up model building of dependency trees on a protein design problem. Hauschild
et al. (Hauschild, Pelikan, Sastry, & Goldberg, 2008) proposed the use of both soft restrictions
based on prior models on problems of the same structure as well as hard restrictions based on
a distance metric for hBOA on the 2D spin glass and MAXSAT. This paper extends the work
of Hauschild et al. (Hauschild, Pelikan, Sastry, & Goldberg, 2008) on hard restrictions based on
a distance-metric by considering other important classes of problems, including two NP-complete
problems (3D spin glass and minimum vertex cover).
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Hierarchical BOA (hBOA)

Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) (Baluja, 1994; Mühlenbein & Paaß, 1996; Larrañaga
& Lozano, 2002; Pelikan, 2005; Pelikan, Goldberg, & Lobo, 2002) replace standard crossover and
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mutation operators of genetic algorithms by building an explicit probabilistic model of selected
solutions and sampling the built model to generate new candidate solutions. hBOA is an EDA
that uses Bayesian networks as probabilistic models and incorporates restricted tournament replacement (Harik, 1995) for effective diversity maintenance.
hBOA evolves a population of candidate solutions represented by fixed-length strings over a
finite alphabet (e.g., binary strings). The initial population is generated at random according to
the uniform distribution over all potential solutions. Each iteration (generation) starts by selecting
promising solutions from the current population using any standard selection method of genetic
and evolutionary algorithms. In this paper we use truncation selection with threshold τ = 50%.
Next, hBOA builds a Bayesian network (Howard & Matheson, 1981; Pearl, 1988) with local structures (Chickering, Heckerman, & Meek, 1997; Friedman & Goldszmidt, 1999) as a model of the
selected solutions using a greedy algorithm. Learning the model structure is typically the most
challenging task of model building (Pelikan, 2005). New solutions are generated by sampling the
built network. These are then incorporated into the original population using restricted tournament replacement (RTR) (Harik, 1995), which ensures effective diversity maintenance. We set the
window size w = min{n, N/20}, where n is the number of decision variables and N is the population size, as suggested in ref. (Pelikan, 2005). The next iteration is then executed unless some
predefined termination criteria are met. For more details on learning and sampling BNs with local
structures in hBOA, see refs. (Chickering, Heckerman, & Meek, 1997; Pelikan & Goldberg, 2001;
Pelikan, 2005; Friedman & Goldszmidt, 1999).
Since a simple deterministic hill climber (DHC) was shown to lead to substantial speedups of
hBOA on both the 3D spin glass (Pelikan, 2005) and the minimum vertex cover (Pelikan, Kalapala,
& Hartmann, 2007), we incorporated DHC into hBOA for these two problems also in this study.
DHC takes a candidate solution and performs one-bit changes on it that lead to the maximum
improvement in fitness. DHC is terminated when no single-bit flip leads to improvement. This is
done on each solution before it is evaluated.
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Distance-Based Model Restriction

To improve model building in hBOA, only necessary dependencies should be considered. This may
significantly reduce the space of potential model structures, improving the speed and accuracy of
model building. Doing this is often not easy in practice, as for many problems it is difficult to
identify necessary dependencies. Nonetheless, it is often possible to provide a soft measure that
ranks edges according to their expected importance based on prior problem-specific knowledge.
The likelihood of certain dependencies can be estimated for example from an explicit or implicit
distance metric between problem variables. In many problems, such a distance metric is relatively
easy to design from the structure of the objective function or previous runs of an EDA on similar
problem instances.
For example, for 2D spin glasses, Hauschild et al. (Hauschild, Pelikan, Lima, & Sastry, 2007)
showed that while in general it is not easy to decide what dependencies are unnecessary, dependencies are more likely to connect spins located close to each other with respect to the shortest
path between these spins in the underlying 2D lattice. This fact is explored by Hauschild et
al. (Hauschild, Pelikan, Sastry, & Goldberg, 2008), who examined the effects of specifying a distance threshold and disallowing dependencies between spins at a distance above the threshold. A
similar distance metric was proposed and tested for MAXSAT. The results showed that with an
appropriate threshold, distance-based restrictions lead to substantial speedups on both problems.
This paper considers similar restrictions on three additional classes of difficult problems, two of
3

which are NP-complete.
We expect two main benefits from restricting model structure in this way. By disallowing some
dependencies, model building should become significantly faster because there are fewer dependencies to examine. Additionally, by disallowing unlikely dependencies, the model should contain
fewer spurious dependencies, leading to improved model accuracy. These two factors should lead
to significant speedup of hBOA as is also confirmed in section 6.
The following section describes the test problems considered in this paper and the distance
metrics used to restrict models for all problems.
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5.1

Test Problems
3D Ising Spin Glass with ±J couplings

An Ising spin glass is typically arranged on a regular 2D or 3D grid where each node i corresponds
to a spin si and each edge hi, ji corresponds to a coupling between two spins si and sj . For the
classical Ising model, each spin si can be in one of two states: si = +1 or si = −1. Each edge has
a real value Ji,j associated with it that defines the relationship between the two connected spins.
Periodic boundary conditions are used that introduce a coupling between the first and the last
elements along each dimension.
Here the task is to find spin configurations C that minimize the energy for a given set of coupling
constants Ji,j , defined as
X
E(C) =
−si Ji,j sj ,
(1)
hi,ji

where the sum runs over all couplings hi, ji. The minimum-energy configurations are called ground
states. To represent spin configurations, we use binary strings of length n where ith bit defines
the value of the ith spin (-1 is encoded by 0, +1 is encoded by 1). We consider random instances
of the 3D ±J spin glass, where each coupling constant is set randomly to +1 or −1 with equal
probability. The problem of finding ground states of 3D spin glasses is NP-complete (Barahona,
1982) and, due to its complex landscape, it poses a challenge for most optimization algorithms.
Based on the results on 2D spin glasses (Hauschild, Pelikan, Lima, & Sastry, 2007; Hauschild,
Pelikan, Sastry, & Goldberg, 2008), we define the distance between two spins as the shortest path
between these spins in the underlying 3D grid.

5.2

Random Additively Decomposable Problems

Random additively decomposable problems (rADPs) (Pelikan, Sastry, Butz, & Goldberg, 2006b;
Sastry, Pelikan, & Goldberg, 2007) are a class of test problems developed to test performance of
evolutionary algorithms on broad classes of decomposable problems. The input string in rADPs is
partitioned into subsets of bits, with the overall fitness being the sum of the subfunctions applied
to all the subsets. We denote the order of rADPs by k; that is, each subproblem contains k
bits. In order to ensure that rADP instances are solvable in polynomial time, the subproblems are
located in contiguous blocks of k bits and the overlap is specified by a parameter o which denotes
the number of bits shared by neighbor subproblems. Similarly as in ref. (Pelikan, Sastry, Butz,
& Goldberg, 2006a), the fitness for each subproblem is given by a table of 2k values which are
generated randomly from the uniform distribution over [0, 1). To verify the global optimum, the
dynamic-programming algorithm (Pelikan, Sastry, Butz, & Goldberg, 2006a) is used. Instances of
rADPs vary in difficulty due to the differences in subfunction difficulty and the amount of overlap.
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Intuitively, bits located in the same subproblem are likely to influence each more strongly than
bits located in different subproblems regardless of the overlap. More generally, in the presence
of overlap, we can expect that the greater the distance between the subproblems containing two
bits, the more weakly the two bits influence each other (Hauschild, Pelikan, Lima, & Sastry, 2007).
To design a distance metric that captures this fact, we create a graph that connects pairs of bits
located in the same subproblem and define the distance between each such pair of bits as 1. The
distance between any two bits is then computed as the shortest path between these bits in this
graph.

5.3

Minimum Vertex Cover

The minimum vertex cover (MVC) of an undirected graph G is the smallest subset of nodes in
G such that for every edge G, at least one of the two nodes this edge connects is in this subset.
MVC is interesting because it is NP-complete (Karp, 1972) and is closely related to other hard
graph problems. In this paper we consider MVC for random instances of G(n, m) graphs (Bollobas,
2001; Weigt & Hartmann, 2001). G(n, m) consists of graphs with n vertices and m edges such that
m = nc, where c > 0 is a constant. To represent subsets of nodes in hBOA, we use n-bit binary
strings where the ith bit is 1 if and only if the ith node is selected. A repair operator is used
to ensure that each solution corresponds to a valid graph cover (Pelikan, Kalapala, & Hartmann,
2007) and the fitness of each cover is defined as the number of nodes not contained in this cover.
Intuitively, bits corresponding to the nodes located closer in the underlying graph can be expected to influence each other more strongly. Accordingly, we define the distance between vertices
as the minimum number of edges on a path between these vertices in the graph. Pairs of vertices
in unconnected components are assigned distance n.
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Experiments

For all problem instances, bisection (Sastry, 2001; Pelikan, 2005) was used to determine the minimum population size to ensure convergence to the global optimum in 5 out of 5 independent runs,
with the results averaged over the 5 runs. The number of generations was upper bounded according
to hBOA scalability theory (Pelikan, Sastry, & Goldberg, 2002) by n where n is the number of bits
in the problem. Each run of hBOA is terminated when the global optimum has been found (success) or when the upper bound on the number of generations has been reached without discovering
the global optimum (failure).
Various values of the distance threshold parameter are considered, from the maximum observed
distance to the minimum distance required to solve all problem instances in a reasonable time.
The results for certain thresholds are excluded since the restriction was found too severe, requiring
extremely large population sizes, N ≥ 105 .

6.1

Results on 3D spin glasses

To examine the speedups obtained with distance-based model restrictions in 3D spin glasses, we
considered three problem sizes: 6 × 6 × 6, 7 × 7 × 7 and 8 × 8 × 8. Since spin glass instances
vary in difficulty, we considered 1000 different instances for the two smaller sizes and 100 different
instances for the largest size.
Figure 1 shows the execution-time speedup for various distance thresholds for all three problem
sizes. The results show that the model restriction yields speedups of 1.5 two 2.2. We also see
5
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Figure 1: Execution time speedup by distance restriction on 3D spin glass.
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Figure 2: Reduction in the number of bits examined in model building on 3D spin glass.

that, as expected, as the problem becomes larger, dependencies at larger distances are expected
to be important. For the two smaller problems, the best threshold is 3, whereas for the largest
problem the best thresholds are 4 and 5. Furthermore, in the two smaller problems, distance of
at least 2 must be considered for efficient performance, whereas for the largest problem we must
consider distances of at least 3. The results also show that while the best speedups obtained for
the two smaller problems are almost identical, the best speedup obtained on the largest instance is
smaller. The reason for this may be that only 100 problem instances could be considered for the
largest problem due to its high complexity, and the results are affected by the specific selection of
instances.
Figure 2 shows the reduction in the number of bits examined during the entire model-building
procedure. The results show a dramatic reduction in the number of bits examined, which decreases
monotonically with the threshold. Nonetheless, while reducing the number of bits examined, more
severe model restrictions can also be expected to lead to an increased time complexity of fitness
evaluation due to the larger population sizes required to achieve reliable performance.

6.2

Results on rADPs

To examine distance-based model restrictions on rADPs, we considered two different combinations
of values of n and o. For the heavier overlap of o = 2, we considered the problem of 92 bits. On
the other hand, for overlap o = 1, we considered instances of n = 101 bits. In both cases, we set
k = 5. 1000 random problem instances are tested for each problem size.
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Figure 4: Reduction in the number of bits examined by distance restriction on rADPs.
Figure 3a shows the execution time speedup for various distance thresholds on rADPs of n = 92
with o = 2. We see that the optimal speedup is obtained when we allow dependencies only between
bits in the same subproblem or those that are part of adjacent, overlapping subproblems. On the
other hand, figure 3b shows that for n = 101 and o = 1, the best speedup is obtained when we allow
only dependencies between the bits in the same subproblem. Therefore, it is clear that stronger
overlap leads to the need of considering dependencies between bits at greater distances; on the
other hand, weaker overlap allows more severe model restrictions.
Figure 4 shows the reduction in the number of bits examined during the entire model-building
procedure for both cases. We see that the results for both cases are very similar. Similarly as for
the 3D spin glass, the number of bits examined decreases with stronger restrictions.

6.3

Results on Minimum Vertex Cover

To examine the distance-based model restrictions on MVC, we considered 1000 random instances
of the G(n, m) model with n = 300 nodes and m = 4n.
Figure 5 (left-hand side) shows the execution-time speedup for various distance thresholds on
MVC. The speedups obtained are much smaller than those obtained for the other two test problems.
Even in the best case (threshold of 4) we only see slightly more than a 10% improvement. While
this is somewhat surprising, the reason can be explained by the obtained reduction of the number
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Figure 5: Execution time speedup and reduction in the number of bits examined for MVC.
dist
total
prob

1
1200000
2.7%

2
8388911
21.3%

3
26212460
79.6%

4
8883471
99.4%

5
137371
99.7%

6
580
99.7%

none
151960
100%

Table 1: Percentage of pairs of nodes with different distance thresholds for random instances of the
G(n, m) model with n = 100 and m = 400.
of bits examined, which is shown in Figure 5 (right-hand side). Unlike in the previous experiments,
the reduction in the number of bits examined reaches only a factor of 1.1 even for the most severe
distance restrictions. Furthermore, we see that there is a sharp drop in the number of bits examined
between the thresholds of 4 and 5.
To examine the MVC results in more depth, we looked at the distribution of distances over
all 1000 problem instances, which is shown in table 1. These results show that for thresholds of 5
or more, almost all pairs of nodes are allowed to be connected, which explains why the reduction
in the number of bits examined is negligible. Furthermore, the results show that when decreasing
the thresholds of 1 and 2 leads to a dramatic reduction in the number of possible dependencies,
explaining poor performance of hBOA with such severe model restrictions.
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Summary and Conclusions

This paper analyzed the speedups obtained in hBOA by defining a distance metric over problem
variables and strictly disallowing dependencies between variables at a distance greater than a given
threshold. Three test problems were considered: 3D spin glass, random additively decomposable
problems (rADPs), and minimum vertex cover (MVC). It was shown that substantial speedups of
1.5 to 2.2 can be obtained for the 3D spin glass and rADPs, whereas only small speedups of about
1.1 can be obtained for MVC.
While we only looked at three problems, a distance metric can be defined for many other
problems, including graph coloring, atomic cluster optimization, and the quadratic assignment
problem. An important direction for future research is to extend the proposed techniques to other
important classes of problems. Furthermore, since the benefits of using distance-based model
restrictions depend on the distance threshold, an important direction for future work is to develop
automated methods for choosing an appropriate threshold or to eliminate the threshold altogether
using soft distance-based restrictions. Finally, similar ideas might be applied to other EDAs based
on multivariate models.
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An important thing to remember is that combining efficiency enhancement techniques can lead
to multiplicative speedups (Goldberg, 2002; Sastry, Pelikan, & Goldberg, 2006). That means that
even a moderate speedup of 1.5 or 2 can significantly contribute to the overall efficiency.
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